June Newsfeeds
Ethical debate: Qualms still exist over using international recruiting agents to bring students to the USA.
Nation Marvels at Arizona Mural's Near-Whitewashing
The attempts to keep under wraps the straight-up racism that drives a lot of conservative resentment
have apparently been abandoned, and they nuts are just ...
Progressive Strategy in the Obama Era
As senate majority leader, Lyndon Johnson did everything in his power to water down the Civil Rights Act
of 1957. This legislation was the first civil ...
BBC faces tide of claims for sex and age discrimination
Insiders say licence fee cash has regularly been used to bury claims of sexism and ageism, issues which
have been linked to the way older women are treated ...
Hospitals Lag On Gay Partner Rights
Like many other big businesses, Kaiser has been reaching out to the gay community for years. It devotes
a landing page on its website to gay, lesbian and ...
Being gay more accepted, says Gallup poll
Gallup recently announced that, "Americans' support for the moral acceptability of gay and lesbian
relations crossed the symbolic 50% threshold in 2010. ...
BIG, Social Justice And Solidarity
Solidarity is a complementing notion to social justice. If solidarity is taken as a living moral, ethical and
political obligation, which entails empathy as ...
Arizona Principal Needs to Defend Students and Diversity
As a feminist teacher who has worked on social justice issues in schools for over a decade, I am appalled
by Miller Valley Elementary School principal Jeff ...
Daring to Discuss Women in Science
This proposed law, if passed by the Senate, would require the White House science adviser to oversee
regular “workshops to enhance gender equity. ...
Asian-Americans Fail to Report Discrimination
The Bay Citizen (blog)
By Odette Keeley, New America Media on June 6, 2010 - 9:01 am PDT Asian-Americans suffer from
housing discrimination but are unlikely to report it, ...

What a bill to end military's 'don't ask, don't tell' policy would do
(CNN) -- Congress could soon take up a bill to end the Pentagon's "don't ask, don't tell" practice and
allow openly gay and lesbian people to serve in the ...

The Black-White Wealth Gap Is Growing
In following the wealth trajectory of typical families from 1984 through 2007 as the Great Recession
began, the study showed that wealth inequality grew ...
Mexican Mine Workers Protest Brutal Beating of 20 Union Leaders ...
Though the AFL-CIO and other unions had called upon the Democratic Party leadership in Congress and
on Obama to take up the issue of human rights and labor ...
Quinnipiac's female athletes granted class action status
BRIDGEPORT -- The discrimination case brought against Quinnipiac University by female athletes just
got bigger Monday. US District Judge Stefan R. Underhill ...
Human Rights as Distraction from Oppression
... came out on the list of Ron Saba, editor of Montreal Planet magazine, an advocate of human rights,
with an indefatigable focus on Palestinian rights. ...
Shock figures on homophobic bullying in schools revealed by NUT surveys
By Christopher Brocklebank • May 24, 2010 - 11:30 Prevalance of Homophobia surveys conducted in the
north-west of England by Oldham National Union of ...
The Nation: Sexism Creeps Up Again For Kagan
As we get closer to the hearings on the nomination of Elena Kagan to the Supreme Court, I expect we will
have to endure yet another season of vulgar sexism. ...
Socio-cultural beliefs continue to encourage gender inequity - Ms Ofoe
Ms Ofoe noted that student journalists, who were the communicators of the future, were privileged to
push gender equity to ensure the participation for ...
Theology and Neoliberal Economics
Physically replacing the theology school with a “temple of neoliberal economics” is ironic inasmuch as
one tenet that all the major religions held in common ...
Poll: 83% of haredim suffer ethnic discrimination
While most respondents say they have not experienced phenomenon, majority of haredi sector say they,
or someone they know, were subject to discrimination. ...
More Proof of Increasing Racism
Racism has been on the rise in recent years, especially towards those of Middle Eastern, Indian (not
Native American) and Hispanic descent. ...
Texas Schools First to De-emphasise Accuracy, Instill "Christian Principles"
As for the eradication of the term "imperialism" to describe the US, that's another example of accuracy
trumping politics. The argument that the US is ...
Coca-Cola's murderous record of anti-union activity in Colombia exposed
In fact, back in 2001, the United Steelworkers of America and the International Labor Rights Fund, filed a
joint lawsuit on behalf of SINALTRAINAL to ...

